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Children



Project Overview
Our project is a StoryGenerator 
powered by AI, designed to 
deliver valuable life lessons to 
children through ancient fables 
from diverse cultures
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Challenge
• Lack of Moral Education: In Today’s fast-paced 

and digital world children often miss out on 
traditional moral education that was once 
imparted through fables and tales.


• Global Perspective: Cultures worldwide have a 
repository of moral stories, but these are often 
not well-known in diverse communities and are 
often inaccessible.


• Engaging Learning: Children are more engaged 
when they learn through Captivating stories.



Challenge - Continued
• The lack of Moral Education can lead to a 

number of negative consquences for children 
including:


• Increased aggression


• Decreased empathy and compassion


• Increased likelihood of engaging in criminal 
activity


• Unsupervised use of internet can lead to bad 
moral education for children



Solution = StoryGen
• Our Solution: StoryGen is an interactive web 

based Story Generator that uses artificial 
intelligence to create captivating stories that 
promote strong moral lessons.


• Cultural Diversity: StoryGen draws from a vast 
collection of ancient fables from diverse cultures, 
ensuring a global perspective on moral values.


• Personalised Experience: Each story is 
dynamically generated based on the child’s age, 
interests and cultural background, providing a 
personalised learning experience.



Features
• Age-Appropiate Content: The Ai ensures that 

the generated stories are suitable for the 
child’s age group.


• Diverse Cultures: Stories from various.


• Language Translation: It can transform global 
fables into local languages.


• Ethical and Moral Lessons: It Promotes critical 
thinking, positive values, empathy and 
develops child’s character.


• Language and communication skills: Enhance 
skills through engaging storytelling.



How it Works



Business Plan 
• Freemium Model: Basic stories and limited 

access are offered for free to attract users.


• Premium Subscription: Monthly or Yearly 
subscriptions grant access to broader 
collection of stories, personalised content 
and audiobooks.


• B2B Partnerships: Partnering with Schools 
and Libraries through licensing agreements 
into their educational System.



Market Size
• Global Reach: The potential Market size for 

StoryGen is vast, as children worldwide 
need engaging moral education tools.


• Schools and Libraries: Collaborating with 
educational institutions can expose 
millions of students to the platform.


• Home Users: Families who prioritize 
character development for their children 
present a substantial market segment.


• Auidobook Market: Partnering with 
audiobook platforms can tap into a 
growing market of young listeners.



Impact
• Empowering future generations: By instilling 

moral values in children, we can contribute to 
the development of responsible and 
compassionate future citizens.


• Global Understanding: Fostering cultural 
appreciation leads to a more inclusive and 
understanding society.


• Long-Term Influence: StoryGen can enhance 
language and communication skills.



Conclusion and Call to Action
• Our Ai powered StoryGen, offers an innovative 

approach to promoting moral education among 
children.


• Together, let’s shape a better and more empathetic 
future for our children through the wisdom of ancient 
fables from diverse cultures.


• Join us on this journey as we harness the power of 
ancient wisdom and AI-driven storytelling.


• We promote cultural appreciation among children 
and empower them to learn valuable life lessons.


• Example Content: https://www.youtube.com/
@ModernPanchatantra/videos


